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Targus THD918GLZ tablet case 33 cm (13") Cover Black

Brand : Targus Product code: THD918GLZ

Product name : THD918GLZ

Protect Case for Microsoft Surface Pro 9, Black

Targus THD918GLZ tablet case 33 cm (13") Cover Black:

Designed for Surface - Approved
We’ve created this case exclusively for the Surface Pro 9 – working in conjunction with Microsoft to
ensure it works with and enhances the experience of your Surface Pro 9.

Military Grade Protection
Minor drops and bumps are no problem for this case — despite its slim size. The Protect Case passes
rigorous MIL-STD 810G testing to ensure it can protect your Surface Pro 9 from drops up to four feet for
added peace of mind.

Perfectly Portable
With its elastic hand strap, convenient kickstand, and compatibility with the Targus Shoulder Strap
(THA101GLZ, sold separately), this case allows you to seamlessly carry and stand your Surface Pro 9
anywhere you go.
Targus THD918GLZ. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Microsoft, Compatibility: Surface Pro 9,
Maximum screen size: 33 cm (13"). Weight: 358.3 g

Features

Compatibility Surface Pro 9
Maximum screen size * 33 cm (13")
Case type * Cover
Product main colour * Black
Brand compatibility * Microsoft
Built-in speaker(s) *
Stand mode *
Protection features Shock resistant

Battery

Built-in battery *

Weight & dimensions

Width 293.9 mm
Depth 18 mm
Height 223 mm
Weight 358.3 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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